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Founded in 2017
by Pavel Juruš 

Vision of bringing cutting edge
analytical data to help developing
agrarian markets 

Successfully graduated from
European Space Agency Business
Incubator in 2019, currently
providing services to variety of
government and non-government
institutions across the world

Part of the Czech Academy of
Sciences - traditional and largest
purely research-oriented institution in
the Czech Republic

Internationally renowned centre of
research in computer science and
related disciplines.

mathematical foundations of computer
science,
computational methods,
artificial intelligence,
computer models and architectures,
computational and knowledge systems, 
applications of computer science in
related interdisciplinary areas



Transfer of Knowledge and
Technologies
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Technology transfer is:
The movement of data,
designs, inventions, materials,
software, technical knowledge
or trade secrets

from one organisation to another
or from one purpose to another.

The technology transfer process is
guided by the policies, procedures and
values of each organisation involved in
the process.

Source: TWI, www.twi-global.com
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Talking points
Income vs. impact question is important
Differences between various kinds of tech
transfers are underappreciated
Communication, education and cultural empathy
are the keys to success
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Is it really a cycle?

Science has peer review.
Business has money.



Income or Impact?
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Scientific Community Society

climate research,
particle physics,
archaeology

Tech transfer is not the only way to
increase the impact. Think about:

Tim Berners-Lee invented World Wide
Web at CERN in 1989

Is every impact a good one?



My transfer is most
likely different from
yours
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Scientific fields are extremely diverse
Each field has its own preferred style of
communication (books vs. papers vs.
conferences).
Each field has specific culture, jargon, time-
scales (lab work, publishing style etc.)
Each field has different typical routes to tech
transfer (patents vs. software patents).

The same holds for
companies
(multiplied by 100)
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The best tools for navigating the maze

If there is more than 1 partner (i.e.
always) - communication is the key.
It should be at center of your
collaboration.

Be open and honest to yourself and
to your partner. Make sure you are
clear and transparent about your
motivation and that you understand
the motivation of the partner(s).

People tend to underestimate how
challenging is the other work. If you
think about entrepreneurship,
business application or just want to
ensure the best impact of your
research try to get some basic
education about etrepreneurship.
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